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“Evaluating the General Election:  Where Are We? 

Joe Monahan, NM Politics Blog 
Thursday, November 13, 2014 at 1145 a.m.  

MCM Elegante Hotel, 2020 Menual Blvd., ABQ, NM 
  

Joe Monahan is the author of New Mexico Politics with 
Joe Monahan, the State's most widely read and 
influential political blog for the past 12 years.  
  

The menu is smoked turkey wrap, pasta salad, house 
salad w/ ranch and Italian dressing, rolls, carrot cake, 
coffee, iced tea.  A vegetarian wrap is available, please 
note that when you make your reservation. The lunch 
reservation deadline is Monday, November 10 for the 
Thursday, November 13 presentation,   You can make 

your reservation by calling the league office at 884-8441 
or by e-mailing lunch@lwvcnm.org .  The price of lunch 

is $17 for members and $20 for nonmembers.   !
 SANDOVAL COUNTY DEMOCRATS FIRST 

FRIDAY LUNCH AT THE RANGE IN 
BERNALILLO DEC. 5 AT 11:30.!!

! Marg Elliston, Sandoval County Chair  
says this:  I’ll see you for our First Friday 

Lunch in December on the 5th at 11:30 at the 
Range in Bernalillo!  Come and tells us what 

you think we must do for the future.  And 
please bring a can of food for someone in 

need.   I’ll remind you later.!
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PROGRESSIVE DEMOCRATS OF AMERICA 
CENTRAL NM CHAPTER 

WEEKLY DIGEST - NOVEMBER 9,  2014 

www.pdamerica.org                      https://www.facebook.com/pages/PDA-of-Central-New-Mexico/328968747164027 !
AGENDA PDACNM MEETING 11/19/2014!!
HOME OF PAUL AND LAURA STOKES!

295 MISSION VALLEY RD.!
CORRALES 505 328 1767!!
LISA FRANZEN, LEADER!

1.    IOT Reports - Melinda - 10’!!
2.    Charter Schools:  New information and !
       follow- up - Ann, Melinda, Bob - 25’!
       Alb. Journal here!!
3.    Public Banking Symposium - Paul and !
       Laura - 5’!!
4.     Gaza/Israel: Continued Group   !
        Discussion:  - Bob  10’!!
5.     APD progress report - Bill     5’!!
6.     Election Results and  the significance !
        for Progressives - Discussion led by !
        Paul - 25’  !!
 Articles for Discussion for the Progressive Challenge 
and Opportunity:!
   !
George Lakoff  - Daily Kos here!
Michelle Goldberg  - Nation Magazine !
William Rivers Pitt - Truthout - here!
Dani McClain - Nation Magazine here!
Daily Kos - Here!
Joe Monahan’s blog!!

SOCIAL TIME!

We don’t make it a habit of including articles or political blasts 
in the Digest, but these  are saying what we are thinking  
following this election.  Apologies to those of you who have 
already seen them.!

WHAT’S IN THE DIGEST!
Page 1.     PDACNM Agenda for November 19, 2014!
                 Joe Monahan at LWVCNM meeting!
!      Sandoval County Democrats December !
                  Lunch!
Page 2,3.  DFA pulse poll:  Who Should Run?!
Page 4.     Fixing a Broken System !
Page 5,6.  PDA weekly field report on the election!
Page 7,8   Progressive Change Campaign Committee!
Page 9,10 Free the Prisoners Week
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!
Apparently DFA doesn’t think the Democratic 
nominee has  been decided!!!!!!!!!!!!!

� !
 
 
In late 2002, following that November's midterm 
election, few people would have thought my brother 
Howard Dean would become a leading candidate in the 
2004 battle for the Democratic presidential nomination.  
 
But with the support of so many of you -- running on 
mouse pads, shoe leather, and hope -- Howard 
launched a people-powered, internet-driven campaign 
for the White House that changed lives and changed 
history.  
 
While Gov. Dean fell short of capturing the 
nomination, his campaign ultimately succeeded in 
changing the Democratic Party and how campaigns 
empower people to participate in the political 
process.  
 
Ten years later, Democracy for America -- the 
organization inspired by his presidential campaign -- is 
stronger than ever. It's been a thrill of a lifetime to be 
DFA's Chair over the last decade. In that time, we've 
seen two presidential elections -- and now we're on the 
cusp of kicking off the next Democratic Party 
presidential primary process.  
 
And we want to know what you think.  
 
As Charles Chamberlain, DFA's Executive Director, 
wrote to you below, you have a chance to make 
history again. That's why DFA just launched its 
2016 Presidential Pulse Poll. Click here to vote for 
your top three potential candidates now!  
 
Thanks so much for voting. I'm really looking forward to 
seeing the final results!  
 
- Jim  
 
Jim Dean, Chair 
Democracy for America  
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Charles Chamberlain 
Date: Thu, Nov 6, 2014 at 10:55 AM 
Subject: 2016 PRESIDENTIAL PULSE POLL: Who are 
your top 3 picks?  

 
 
 
Election Day 2014 has come and gone. Whew.  
 
So let's see... that means there are only 732 days left 
until the 2016 Presidential election. Seriously though, it 
actually does mean that the campaign to elect our next 
President has already begun.  
 
You are a DFA member, so you know primaries 
matter.  
 
This couldn't be more true than when it comes to the 
presidential race. A competitive Democratic primary 
shows Americans who we really are, our ideas, our 
diversity, our vision for the future of America. And, as 
we saw in 2008, even a long, tough primary can 
strengthen both the party and the eventual nominee.  
 
The pundits and pollsters believe the race has already 
been decided, even before a single candidate has 
announced they are running or a single vote has been 
cast. We know they're wrong.  
 
The next Democratic presidential nominee will be 
decided by you, the voters and activists, not the 
media.  
 
That's why we're asking "Who Would You Draft?" in our 
2016 Presidential Pulse Poll starting today. With lots of 
speculation out there on who will run, but with no 
candidate yet to announce, DFA members could 
influence which Democrats actually decide to run for 
the White House and which Democrats decide to watch 
history pass them by.  
 
You have the power to influence who becomes the 
next president. Now it's time to use it.  
 
WHO DO YOU WANT TO RUN FOR PRESIDENT? 
Click here to pick your three favorite potential 
candidates in DFA's 2016 Presidential Pulse Poll!  
 
Below, we've included a list of every Democrat we 
know of who is seriously considering a run for the White 
House -- or who has been rumored to be considering it. 
There are candidates everyone knows and a few 
candidates who might surprise you.  
 
Above all, we want to know what you think. To vote in 
our Presidential Pulse Poll, just click on the name 
of your favorite potential candidate -- listed below 
in alphabetical order -- and then add your second 
and third choices on our web site. And, if we missed 
someone, you can write their name in!!

!
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http://act.democracyforamerica.com/go/4375?t=1&akid=5641.1051193.HsY_Pf
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! •! Joe Biden!            
    •! Julián Castro!         
! •! Hillary Clinton!            
! •! Andrew Cuomo!            
! •! Kirsten Gillibrand!            
! •! Amy Klobuchar!            
! •! Joe Manchin!            
! •! Martin O'Malley!            
! •! Deval Patrick!            
! •! Robert Reich!            
! •! Bernie Sanders!            
! •! Brian Schweitzer!            
! •! Antonio Villaraigosa!            
! •! Elizabeth Warren!            
! •! Jim Webb!            
! •! Write-in!            
 
DFA's 2016 Presidential Pulse Poll will end on 
Tuesday, November 18, at 11:59pm PT. Once it's 
over, we'll announce the results and if enough DFA 
members agree, we may even encourage the top 
candidates to get in the race.  
 
So who do you want to run for president? Let us 
know now by voting today!  

 
Thanks for sharing your presidential draft picks with us. 
Together, over the next 732 days (!!!), we will work to 
make sure the strongest possible candidate wins the 
Democratic presidential primary nomination -- and goes 
on to win the White House.  
 
- Charles  
 
Charles Chamberlain, Executive Director 
Democracy for America!

� !!!!!!!!!!
	    

!!!!!!!
!!!!

!!!!!
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Might	  be	  too	  late	  to	  register	  for	  this	  but	  you	  can	  try.	  	  	  !!
Please	  join	  Common	  Cause	  New	  Mexico,	  ReThink	  Media,	  
and	  the	  Thornburg	  Founda>on	  for	  an	  insider	  briefing:	  
	  	  
“Fixing	  a	  Broken	  System:	  How	  to	  talk	  about	  the	  influence	  of	  money	  in	  poli@cs	  and	  the	  solu@ons	  at	  our	  finger@ps	  
in	  New	  Mexico”	  
	  	  
November	  10,	  2014	  at	  5	  PM	  

	  	  
NMSU	  Albuquerque	  Center	  
4501	  Indian	  School	  Rd	  NE,	  Room	  101,	  Ground	  Floor	  
Albuquerque,	  NM	  87110	  
	  	  
Space	  is	  limited;	  please	  RSVP	  by	  Friday	  November	  7	  to	  Heather	  Ferguson,	  hferguson@commoncause.org	  
	  	  
Learn	  about	  efforts	  to	  reduce	  the	  influence	  of	  money	  in	  poli@cs	  in	  New	  Mexico,	  the	  feasible	  policy	  solu@ons	  that	  
exist,	  and	  how	  to	  effec@vely	  talk	  about	  this	  cri@cal	  issue	  in	  a	  way	  that	  engages	  and	  inspires	  your	  friends,	  
colleagues,	  and	  fellow	  New	  Mexicans.	  
	  	  
Every	  day,	  New	  Mexicans	  pay	  a	  heavy	  price	  for	  the	  overwhelming	  influence	  of	  money	  in	  poli>cs	  in	  our	  state.	  Our	  
elected	  representa>ves	  are	  working	  in	  a	  system	  that	  causes	  them	  to	  be	  increasingly	  aOen>ve	  to	  a	  small	  set	  of	  well-‐
funded	  influencers	  and	  outside	  groups,	  aOen>on	  that	  distracts	  the	  focus	  from	  finding	  innova>ve	  solu>ons	  to	  our	  
state’s	  most	  pressing	  issues.	  We	  need	  a	  beOer	  educa>on	  system	  that	  prepares	  our	  children	  to	  succeed	  in	  an	  ever-‐
changing	  economy,	  more	  high-‐quality	  jobs	  that	  give	  talented	  New	  Mexicans	  the	  opportunity	  to	  stay	  here,	  and	  an	  
electoral	  system	  that	  aOracts	  a	  diverse	  field	  of	  candidates.	  Bringing	  meaningful	  transparency	  to	  elec>ons,	  and	  to	  
those	  who	  influence	  decisions	  at	  the	  Roundhouse,	  is	  the	  founda>onal	  element	  of	  reforming	  the	  current	  system.	  
Thanks	  to	  groundwork	  that	  has	  been	  laid	  over	  the	  past	  two	  decades,	  there	  is	  now	  a	  real	  opportunity	  for	  reform	  in	  
New	  Mexico,	  and	  we	  need	  your	  help	  and	  support	  to	  follow	  through	  on	  this	  opportunity.	  
	  	  
A	  posi>ve,	  nonpar>san,	  and	  uniquely	  New	  Mexican	  public	  educa>on	  campaign	  is	  underway	  that	  supports	  an	  
overarching	  strategy	  to	  reform	  poli>cs	  in	  the	  state.	  Local	  leaders	  like	  you	  will	  define	  the	  success	  of	  this	  effort,	  as	  
New	  Mexicans	  seek	  to	  iden>fy	  the	  best	  solu>ons	  that	  put	  our	  state	  on	  a	  path	  to	  solve	  big	  problems.	  
	  	  
Viki	  Harrison	  
Execu>ve	  Director	  
	  	  
Common	  Cause	  New	  Mexico	  
PO	  Box	  278	  
Albuquerque,	  NM	  87103	  
	  505.205.3750	  (mobile	  &	  THE	  way	  to	  reach	  me!)	  
	  Have	  you	  signed	  the	  New	  Mexico	  Pledge?	  Do	  it	  today	  at	  newmexicopledge.org!	  !!
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Spread the word »   

!  
The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly!	

Dear Supporter, !
Election Recap: 
It was a great day for our endorsed candidates but a worse than expected day for Democrats 
overall. All of our Board Members: Representatives Ellison, Grijalva, Conyers, Lee, and 
McGovern won! Our House Champions: Representatives Grayson, Schakowsky, Pocan and 
Nolan won! Future Progressive Champions: Ted Lieu and Bonnie Watson Coleman won! Big 
thank you to the national phone team who helped get Nolan, Lieu and Coleman over the finish 
line. 
Our Educate Congress campaign will return later this month and will be more important than 
ever, as we must continue to hold our elected officials accountable. 
Run, Bernie, Run: 
Bernie Sanders: We must rally American people to defeat Keystone XL Pipeline 
Have you seen our Run, Bernie Run website yet? Check it out and bookmark it for all things 
Bernie!  
Have you ordered your Run, Bernie, Run swag yet? Order today here.   
Have you signed and shared the petition? If not, please do so here! 
Also make sure to “like” the new Facebook page and follow us on Twitter. !
PDA Radio:	

Progressive Conversation - The 2014 Elections 
Our special guests are Steve Cobble, PDA Political Director and Conor Boylan, PDA 
Executive Director, on Election 2014. Listen here. !
Ending Homelessness 
Guests are former Rep. Dennis Kucinich, Joel Segal, Lynn Lewis and Gregory Payton. 
Listen here. !
Issue Teams:	

Click here (and scroll down) to listen to this month's joint call with the Stop Global Warming 
and Economic & Social Justice teams as Randy Shannon leads an open discussion on 
green jobs and energy. Great call with wonderful ideas and lots of potential for movement 
forward. To find out more about the Stop Global Warming team, visit their page here or contact 
them directly via email by clicking here, and to find out more about the Economic & Social 
Justice team, visit their page here or contact them directly via email by clicking here.  
Calls this week: 
RSVP here for a special call this month with the End Wars and Occupations team as we move 
into a National Week of Action. Special guest will be Gareth Porter who is an independent 
investigative journalist and historian writing about US national security policy, and the recipient 
of the Gellhorn Prize for Journalism in 2012. 	
!!
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Read:	

 • Ah, Mitch McConnell and the Great Myth of Healthcare Freedom, by  Donna Smith	
         
 • Sanders: Only If 'Millions and Millions' Rise Up, Can Progressive Agenda Win	
         
 • Oregon's Equal Rights Amendment wins	
         
 • The Democrats Lost Big. Why Obama Should Double Down by Katrina vanden Heuvel	
         

Spot the Winning Candidate!	


!  
New Jersey state coordinator, Mary Ellen Marino,  
with Rep. Bonnie Watson Coleman,  
who was just elected in the 12th Congressional District of New Jersey 
In solidarity,	

Conor Boylan and Andrea Miller, PDA Executive Co-Directors 
Judy Hess, PDA National Field Coordinator 
P.S.  Please do not forward PDA emails. Someone may unwittingly unsubscribe you. When you want to share a great PDA email 
blast, use the links above to "Tell a Friend" or Share on Facebook or Twitter. We'd hate to lose you! !

Update Your PDA Profile 
Find out more about Progressive Democrats of America !!
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� !
!
!
PCCC Op-Ed In The Hill:!

By Adam Green and Stephanie Taylor, PCCC Co-Founders  !

Democrats lost on Tuesday, as widely predicted. But for months, pundits got wrong what Democrats would need to 
win.  !

There was rumor that youth turnout, Latino turnout, and cutting-edge Get Out The Vote practices would tip the 
balance in close races. But when "close" elections are decided by 7 to 12 points, something much bigger is 
happening.  !

Pundits say President Obama was unpopular. Score one for the pundits. But the critical question is: Why was the 
president so unpopular?  !

Did voters not show up because of Syria, Obamacare, or Ebola? No. !

Was President Obama proposing some big liberal idea, sparking backlash? No. It's hard to remember the last time 
the President offered a big idea.  !

Jobs and economic security are consistently the top issues voters say they care about in red, purple, and blue states. 
But Democrats did not have a united economic agenda in this election.!

Voters did not wake up on Election Day thinking that their ability to have a job, have affordable college education, or 
to retire with security was at stake. It was a Seinfeld-ian election about nothing. And nothing does not inspire potential 
voters to vote. In the absence of big ideas, Democrats lost.  !

(Of note, some Democrats campaigned as Republicans. Mark Pryor (D-Ark.) campaigned as the "most conservative 
Senate Democrat" -- but voters chose a real Republican over a fake one.)  !

However, someone did spark energy this election cycle. Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-Mass.) attracted standing-room 
only crowds in red and purple states. Democrats who didn't want to be seen with the president were proud to be seen 
with Warren.  !

And Warren was the most popular Democrat on the campaign trail for a reason: Her message of taking on Wall 
Street, reducing student debt, and expanding Social Security benefits is popular everywhere.  !

While progressives such as Sens. Al Franken (D-Minn.), Jeff Merkley (D-ore.), and Brian Schatz (D-Hawaii) won re-
election -- and Representatives Rick Nolan (D-Minn.) and Mike Honda (D-calif.) won their close races -- they won 
because they have consistently been economic populists and local voters knew that. But for other Democrats across 
the nation, nothing substitutes for a clear, authentic, united Democratic message focused on big ideas. !
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Moving forward, something needs to change for Democrats. We need a bigger politics. We won't win our own tidal 
wave elections unless we can build a movement around big ideas -- like free college education, full employment, 
Medicare for All, expanded Social Security, and real reform of Wall Street.  !

We need to make these issues so central to the national debate that candidates actively campaign on these ideas. 
And we need to start now.  !

Hillary Clinton may be coming around to this strategy. In the final few weeks of the campaign, she tried to sound more 
and more like Sen. Warren. (While not hitting the language precisely, the intent seemed admirable.)  !

Progressives will be organizing in states like New Hampshire and Iowa to ensure that all Democrats running for 
president take a position on -- and campaign actively on -- Elizabeth Warren's bold populist agenda. This is the path 
to victory in the primary and general election. !

A national progressive movement stands ready to work with those leaders in Congress who choose to recognize this 
imperative and step up to champion big ideas.  !

And if Obama makes Warren's agenda the centerpiece of his agenda in 2015, his popularity will rise and Americans 
will get the debate about big, bold ideas that we deserve.  !

Focusing on big ideas is the path forward for progressives and Democrats. The Warren wing of American politics is 
ready to lead.  !

Green and Taylor are co-founders of the Progressive Change Campaign Committee, at BoldProgressives.org!

!
 !

 !

 !

 !

 !

 !

�!
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!  !!
Hello everyone! 
Students for Justice in Palestine is happy to announce the 2nd annual "Free the Prisoners! 
Week" November 10th-16th. FTP! is a week of events to encourage students to think to think critically 
about the violence of prisons, detention, forced migration, and occupation. It gives student groups on 
campus fighting for social justice a platform to discuss how prisons and borders affect the populations 
they work with or represent. There will be events on and off campus sponsored by Red Student 
Faction, Out Queer Grads, Black Student Union, and Students for Justice in Palestine and include 
panels, films, performances, and more! !
For more information visit: https://www.facebook.com/events/325578144312116/?fref=ts !
Flyers are attached and event titles/dates/locations are listed below! !
Monday 10th: 
 • "Hungry 4 Justice! Palestine, Ireland, and ICE Detention Facilities" with Red Student          

Faction 7pm at 305 Washington SE. This will be a screening of the film "HUNGER" about the 
1980 IRA Hunger Strike. There will also be two speakers skyping in: Maru Mora Villalpando 
with Latino Advocacy will be speaking about recent waves of hunger strikes in ICE detention 
facilities in North America. TBA: Another speaker will be speaking about the recent hunger 
strikes in Palestine. !

Tuesday 11th: 
 • "Smash Borders, Respect Boundaries, Abolish Prisons!" with Red Student Faction 3pm at Santa          

Ana A/B (3rd floor of UNM SUB). This event will be a panel. Indigenous, Feminist, and Queer/
Trans Activists will be speaking about border militarization, undoing interpersonal violence, 
and prison abolition. 

 • "Shining Soul Hip-Hop Performance" with RSF at 5pm in El Centro at UNM (east of the SUB,          
North of SHAC). A performance by Phoenix based hip hop resistance duo Shining Soul. 

 • "Queer and Trans Prisoners and the Prison Industrial Complex" with Out Queer Grads -          
UNM 6-8pm at the Center for Peace and Justice (202 Harvard Dr SE). This is be a panel 
discussing the ways that the prison industrial complex enacts homophobic, gendered, and 
racial violence against queer and trans* prisoners. **Food will be served** !!
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Wednesday 12th: 
 • "African Asylum-Seekers and Refugees Struggle Against Israeli Imprisonment" with UNM          

Students for Justice in Palestine 12-1pm at Sandia room (3rd floor of the SUB). This panel will 
be a Skype conversation with Prisoners’ Struggle Leader Mutasim Ali and Elizabeth 
Tsurkov from the Hotline for Refugees and Migrants. !

Thursday 13th: 
 • "Free the Prisoners Open Mic Night" with Black Student Union 5:30pm at SUB Atrium          !
Sunday 16th: 
 • "Fishbowl and Action at Local Prison" with (un)Occupy Albuquerque 1-3pm at Yale Park. This          

will include a discussion on issue of immigrant justice and prison abolition. It will culminate in 
an action. !!

-- !
.!!
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FTP! is a week of events to encourage students to think to think critically about prisons, detention, forced 
migration, and occupation . It gives student groups on campus working for justice a platform to discuss how 
prisons and borders affect the populations they work with or represent. These events are open to the public.

For more information go to UNMSJP.org

Free the Prisoners! 
Week

Monday 10th 
• “Hungry 4 Justice! Palestine, Ireland, and ICE 
Detention Facilities” with Red Student Faction 
7pm at 305 Washington SE
Tuesday 11th 
• “Smash Borders, Respect Boundaries, Abolish 
Prisons!” with Red Student Faction 3pm at Santa 
Ana A/B (3rd floor of UNM SUB) 
• “Shining Soul Hip-Hop Performance” with RSF 
at 5pm in El Centro at UNM (east of the SUB, 
North of SHAC). 
• “Queer and Trans Prisoners and the Prison 
Industrial Complex” with Out Queer Grads 6-8pm 
at the Center for Peace and Justice 202 Harvard 
Dr SE **Food will be served!

Wednesday 12th 
•  “Panel with African Refugees” with Students 
for Justice in Palestine 12-1pm SUB Sandia
Thursday 13th
 • “Free the Prisoners Open Mic Night” with 
Black Student Union 5:30pm SUB Atrium
Sunday 16th: 
• “Immigrant Justice Fishbowl and Action” 
with (un)Occupy Fishbowl 1-3pm Yale Park
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